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So...

CLB ~ former club rater

I hate drama; I have no time for it but it seems people at
SLU have a squash up their ass because back at the start of
the month I called out Joshua Nightfire who they claim
doesn't leave comments here.
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That may be the case, however, the idea that there are two
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similarly obnoxious people who get hardons going after my
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staff writer using misogynistic terms, calling her a liar,
questioning her job, and threatening to bring legal action for
"defamation," who both use the same name & are from
Australia is a little hard to swallow.
Take an example message he attempted to leave here 4
days ago:
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"If I thought Cummere was smart enough to realize what a
twat she is and admit she is a pathological liar I would
simply tell her to apologize for all the shit-raking she has
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put me through."
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Now compare this to what the Joshua Nightfire on SLU says:
"Honestly if I thought she was clever enough for it I'd really
wonder if Cummere was here as a plant to discredit the
critics."
Similar lack of punctuation in a run on sentance, similar
word choices, similar jack ass statements.
Another comment attempted here 6 days ago:
Cummere's so-called legal advice is dangerous and her
qualifications so much bull-shitting that she needs to be
committed and banned from the internet like the fucking
cuntass liar she is.
compare to the slu comment he makes:
I have had those challenges backed up by other people, and
the fact of the matter is that Cummere is apparently a
seriously disturbed individual and a pathological liar.
Ok taking into account that Joshua is from Australia, there
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are bound to be huge legal differences. Hell, within the
country I live in (USA), and even the state I live in (Ohio),
laws very between cities and their suburbs, sometimes to
extremes. We have laws at the city, county, state, and
federal level and often those laws conflict with each other.
Even at the federal level, how the laws are interpreted and
applied varies. Look at the district appellate courts. What
may fly on appeal in one Federal district may not in another.
I know this first hand from experience with SSI law, but
lawyers that I know who practice other areas of law agree
that this is true to varying degrees in other areas of law too,
even criminal. So these accusations are dubious.
Another thing to point out, here and on slu both Joshua
Nightfires question that Cummere is a cop. (I know she is.
I've seen 4 different shields she has carried, and when she
worked in Ohio, I would meet up with her sometimes. I also
personally know one of her bosses at her currant
department.) The slowdown in the Joshua Nightfire
attempting to post comments on this blog was timed right
about the same time the Joshua Nightfire on SLU was on a
trip.
Going on, The ip addresses I pulled of this blog and off a
forum I run (where whoever posts as Joshua Nightfire
seems to have the mistaken notion that Cummere is still an
active member) all started with 203.59 and was geo-located
to a city in the southwest quarter of Australia, not that I
trust backtraces that much, but still I would assume the
country is at least right.
Honestly, I would bet money both the Joshua Nightfire that
posts here and the Joshua Nightfire on SLU are the same
people. If not, well, then the Joshua there has more
important problems then worrying about going after
Cummere.
Joshua Reminds me of how Wayfinder acted and Willi
continues to act like. All three of them claim to do nothing
wrong and demand evidence that they are while screaming
liar, liar at the top of their lungs or dismissing it as
"manufactured," or not good enough.
Finally, on a completely different matter, I have a question.
Does anyone that has Verizon Wireless know how to
download the voicemail messages and save them as audio
files? I have a couple of voice mails I would like very much
to be able to post on here related to other matters...
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